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TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

My dear children:

The footprints of the Lady of Finland, as footprints of Light, begin to mark the inner paths, so that
My missionary children may be oriented in this next Pilgrimage for Peace. The same will happen
miraculously in Poland, Switzerland and France, this last country very much in need of love and
redemption.

Dear children, today the Lady of Finland presents Herself to you with this Face for the first time, so
that you may internally follow the Mother of Finland in this important task which, spiritually, will
try to appease the injustice and lack of peace between sister nations, today divided by conflict,
hatred and war.

The Lady of Finland will place herself before all the evil generated so that, through a sublime
breath, it may be dispelled from the ideas of conquest and power over millions of innocent souls.
And you, with courage and faith, will accompany Me together with the Angel of Finland, Hellem-
El, so that together with the Angel of Portugal they may intervene by order of the Most Holy
Mother.

But all this will not be through confrontations or spiritual battles, but rather, in the name of the Most
Precious Blood of Christ, the small seed of gratitude that the countries in conflict lost by deviating
from what was essential and immediate will be restored.

Therefore, through the unfathomable presence of the angels of some nations, your Heavenly
Mother, as Lady of Finland, will cause the original values to emerge again that were part of the
Nordic countries and beyond.

I invite you to have an open and empty heart on this pilgrimage; because not only you, but also the
Hierarchy, will come into contact with a legacy that has not yet been revealed to the world.

For this reason, the Lady of Finland presents herself as the first Guardian of the values that made
the most ancient peoples of the north of the planet representatives of the Lineage of Warriors.

Let us consciously pray so that every step of this pilgrimage may be beneficial, not only for Finland,
but also for the whole world.

I thank all of you who, once again, trusted in Our requests and made this extended and necessary
pilgrimage possible.

I love you and accompany you,

Your Mother, the Virgin Mary, Rose of Peace and Lady of Finland


